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Answer the Questions from any one Option.

OPTION- A

Paper : PHY-SE-3014
(Physics Workshop Skills)

OPTION-B

.  Paper : PHY-SE-3024
(Cor^putational Physics Skills)

OPTION-C

Paper : PHY-SE-3044

(Digital Photography and Editing)

OPTION-D

Paper : PHY-SE-3064

(Weather Forcasting)

OPTION-E

Paper : PHY-SE-3074

(Applied Optics)

OPTION-F

Paper : PHY-SE-3094
( PageMaker )

Full Marks : 50

Time : Two hours

The figures in the margin indicate
full marks for the questions.
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OPTION-A

Paper : PHY-SE)-3014

(Physics Workshop Skills)

Answer either in Bnglish or in Assamese.

Answer the following objective-type
questions; (any four) 1x4=4

(a) What is the difference between basic/
fundamental and derived unit ?

^  "SlWs

(b) Write dawn the S.I. unit of temperature.

(c) What is the least count of a common
meter scale ?

(d) What do you mean by pitch of a screw
gauge ?

(e) Mild steel is a primary alloy of.
and •'(Fill in the blanks)
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(f) In which work a 'file' is used in a

mechanical workshop ?

<||I54» "^PSlxttoTt 1% ?RT

(g) Power generation system in an

automobile converts into work.

(Fill in the blank)

X5T5'5Rf|^ *f|w

<p1<UCoi I

(h) What is the 'colour code' of a

resistance ?

C^?R5 w "Sltw 1%

Answer the following questions in very short:
(any three) 2x3=6

feRSi)

(a) In a slide caliper twenty (20) divisions

of the Vernier scale coincide with the

ninteen (19) divisions of the main scale.

If one smallest division of main scale

equals to one mm (1mm), find out the

Vernier constant of the instrument.
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v5|t%R ^9t

^(csi^) i<s'5t^9i^'ypiHl »if5T'^ C^55^
^  'sji^ "^if^ 1mm c^oc® C^oTWR

^iRiii^ m Wm\ I

(b) If 5km/h = xcm/^, find the value of
X?

5km/h= xcm/^, ^ I

(c) Why is safely measure in a mechanical
workshop important ?

>|\S«^\0)j^q<p <pr^

(d) What is sheet metal ? Write down two
metals used in sheet metal work.

«rl^ ̂  ̂ ? «f(^ ^ ̂Cf

(e) Write down two important functions of
lubricating oil in machine operation.

(f) What is multimeter ? Write down the
difference between digital multimeter
and analog multimeter.
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3. Answer any two questions from the
following : 5x2=10

(a) Write down five common materials used
in manufacturing/mechanical workshop.

9m\

(b) Write down step by step -process to
measure volume of a solid block (say
cube) using a Vernier calliper.

C<Ppl'fl^ vsivulq C^tfST ̂  ('?R^)
WTsH Stcjt^ #r«it I

(c) (i) What do you mean by soldering
and desoldering in an electronic
circuit ? 3

^ ̂

^ "SIR?! 1%

(ii) Write down at least one content of

soldering wire used during
soldering process. l

voh\!9|oi^ 414^4 Rc<l>lC'tt

^  I

(in) What is the full form of P.C.B. in
electrical circuit ? i

4^^ 414^4 ̂  >r^«f
i%?
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(d)

(e)

(i) Write down the difference between
regulated and unregulated power
supply. 2

(ii) Draw the block diagram of a
regulated power supply. 3

Tig

0

z\
\
\
\z
z

•i-»

•«

CM

2juS/ div
Fig. 1

Dismay of a cathod ray oscilloscope
1  ) screen for the measurement of a
signal IS shown as above [Fig. 1). Find
(V Time period, (n) Frequency, (in) Peak

Peak-to-peak voltage,
W r.m.s. value of the signal. 5
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(AC

signal) ^^1 (i) ^Ponr^,
(ii) ̂ 5^^, (Hi) (iv) ^

^sjH' (v) r.m.s. ^5^ I

(f) ■ (i) What is the utility of a gear system
in automobile car ? 2

-jfnft <ii^?iTr®

(ii) Discuss two different types of
braking system used in an
automobile vehicle. 2

WCoi^ (.<lC81'jf *R®R (3t%\ Rt|G1

9r^\

(Hi) What is pulley ? 1

Answer any three questions from the

following: 10 x 3=30

^ Rc^pIciI o

(a) (i) What is a sextant ? Describe its
working principle. 5

Cb«t»d5-^ %rR ^ I
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(ii) How can one csJculate the height
of a building using sextant ? 5

(b) (i) Why is workshop technology
important ? 1

(ii) Write down short notes on each of
the following processes io
mechanical workshop : ^
(a) Casting

(b) Machining
(c) Forming

g

(a)

(b)

(c) ^o

(Hi) Write down three prime machine
tools used in mechanical
workshop. 3

^ t^Ntl
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(c) (i) What is the basic difference
between soldering, welding and
brazing ? 3

^5iR» (aiif\-R "srFSfxs

(ii) Discuss five different types of
joints observed in welding process.

5

c^-jf «R«R ^

^srNti

(Hi) What do you understand by
welding defects ? 2

(d) Draw the sjnnbols of the following discrete

electronic/electrical components :

(i) Diode

(ii) Zener diode

(Hi) Light emiting diode

(iv) Single electronic cell

(v) Battary

(vi) Inductor

(vH) Capacitor

(viii) Variable resistor
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(ix) PNP transistor

(x) NPN transistor

S

(i) ^51W

(U) 05RH

(Hi)

(iv) t<l>3jR»<P C^

(v) C^tft

(vi)

(mi)

(viii) "slI^lNoJJ^ C^«I^

(ix) PNP (^J#^

(x) NPN (§5#^

(^). (^) What is cathod ray oscilloscope ?
1

1%?

(ii) What is basic difference between
multimeter and oscilloscope ? 2
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(iii) With the help of block diagram
explain different components of a
cathod ray oscilloscope (CRO). 7

(f) (i) What is the importance of switches
in an electronic circuit ? 2

■^Xo^ iff^lxo blR ^

(ii) Draw and explain transistor based
electronic switch. 8

^ ̂sif^ xsn^ ^ I

(g) (i) Draw the circuit diagram of a timer
circuit (Astable multivibrator)
using IC555. 5

555 (.iIti <1^0^
v^f^t ^\<M ^Rt I

(ii) What is the duty cycle of an
astable multivibrator ? 2
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(in) In an astable multivibrator by
using IC555 the duty cycle,
determining resistor and capacitor
are given by = IfcQ (resistaince
between IC Pin Nos. 7 and 4)
Rb ~ lOfcO (resistance between 7
and 2) and capacitor C = 0.1 fiF
(capacitor between IC Pin Nos. 2
and 1). Calculate the output
frequency of the multivibrator. 3

IC555

RA = lkQ 7 ̂  4
^  Rb = lOfcQ m (^srf^ f5R 7

^ 2 ̂ ^ «f1^ ̂  = 0. IpF
2  1 ̂  i|l«5fvo)

CtftsmSR ^ I
(h) (i) y^iat is the use of a galvanometer

in an electrical circuit ? 1

<£|^ C9f5n^srf^

(li) How is a galvanometer converted
to a voltmeter and an ammeter ?

4
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(Hi) Explain with diagram how a
voltmeter and an ammeter is
connected across a resistance to
measure voltage drop and current
passing through the resistor. 4

"srpsf^

(iv) What is S.I. unit of current ? ^

2141^ S.I. 1^?
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OPTION-B

Paper ; PHY-SE)-3024

( Computational Physics Skills)

1. Answer any four from the following :
1x4=4

(a) What are the three different types of
Linux ?

(b) Write the Linux code to save a file.

(c) What does a character set mean ? ,

(d) Define a flowchart.

difference between a/b and

(f) What is a compiler ?

increment and decrement
operators.

(h) How wiU you write *2 „ GNUPLOT ?

2. Answer «„j, three from the foUowing :
2x3=6

(a) Write two characteristics of high ievel
language (HLL). ^

(b) J^at^ the tmo factors that determine
the efficiency of an algorithin ?
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(c) What are the three types of selection
statements ?

(d) Write any two advantages of breaking
a program into a subroutine.

(e) Draw a flowchart to find the area of a
circle.

(f) Give the command to plot 2-D functions
and data in GNUPLOT.

3  Answer any two from the following ;
5x2=10

(a) Write a note on various LINUX text
editors.

(b) Write a note on variables and data
types.

(c) Write an algorithm to convert Cartesian
co-ordinates to spherical polar co
ordinates.

(d) Describe the common types of boxes in
a flowchart.

(e) What is an array in programming and
what are its chgiracteristics ?

(f) Explain GNUPLOT suitable for
scripting.
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4. Answer any three from the following:
10x3=30

(a.) What are the functions of an operating
system ? What are different types of
operating system. Describe any one of
them. 5+3+2=10

(b) Write the algorithm and draw a
flowchart to find the roots of a quadratic
equation. 5+5=10

(c) Write an algorithm and draw a
flowchart to plot trajectory of a
projectile thrown at an
angle with the horizontal. 5+5=10

(d) Explain with example what do you
mean by the terms, TDimension' and
'Subscript' in arrays. Also compare
arrays with finked fists. 5+5= lo

(e) Wnte in detml about the layout and
format of writing a program.

W What are executable and non-
executa^ble statements ? Explain with
example what initialization and
replacement logic are. 4+5=10

(g) What is Disk I/O ? How to monitor its
utilization for Windows and Linux ?

4+6=10
(h) Explain about GNUPLOT functionality.
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OPTION-C

Paper : PHY-SE-3044

(Digital Photography and Editing)
1. Choose the correct answer of the following

questions : (ony four) 1x4 4
fA) If vou are shooting a photo and want

to go a greater depth of field in the
image, you would shoot at

(a) F 2.8
(b) F 16

(c) F 7.1
(d) F 4

(B) When shooting in manual mode which
of the following controls the exposure
of your computer ?

(a) Aperture

(b) Shutter speed
(c) ISO

(d) All of the above

(C) Basic element of video editing is
(a) capture

(b) shot
(c) timeline
(d) All of the above
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(D) Digital editing is known as
(ci) linear editing
(b) non-linear editing
(c) tape-to-tape editing
(d) None of the above

(E) A tripod is an essential piece of
^uipment for right photography.
la) True . '
(b) False

'''' ^the identified as oneof the mventors of photography ?
(Ci) Nicephore Niepce
(b) Ansel Adams
(^) John Herschel
(d) Thomas Eakins

IG) Resolution of an image describes
la) the quality of the image
lb) the clarity of an image
Ic) the size of the image in pixels
)  colour and contrast of the image

I") video 0(a) Pre-production
(b) Production

(c) Post-production
(d) None of the above
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Answer the following questions :
(any three) 2^3=6

(a) Why is exposure important in
photography ?

(b) What is white balance in photography ?

(c) What are the types of exposure in
photography ?

(d) How does shutter work, when shooting
videos ?

(e) How does a camera tripod work ?

(f) Why is manual focus important in
photography ?

Answer the following questions : (any two)
5x2=10

(a) Explain about digital camera. Which is
the best digital camera ?

(b) Describe different types of light sources.

(c) How does white balance affect an
image ?

(d) How does digital video work ?

(e) Write one disadvantage of using digital
zoom. How does digital zoom work on
a camera ?

(f) What is white balance ? Explain.
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Answer any three of the following
questions: 10x3=30

(a) Write short notes on :

(i) Digital camera

(ii) DSLR

(b) Describe various parts of digital
videography.

(c) Describe the control and features of
video camera.

(d) Explain change couple device.

(e) Write the difference between lens and
iris.

(f) Explain digital noise.

(g) Explain the function of shutter in digital
video camera.

(h) Describe different methods for
abnormal event detection in video.
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OPTION-D

Paper : PHY-SE-3064

(Weather Forcasting)

Answer either in English or in Assamese.

1. Select the correct answer : (any four)
1x4=4

(a) Standard atmospheric pressure is called
1 atmosphere of pressure. It is equal to
76cm of Hg and it is equal to .

tifl; 'STR 76 'RR ̂5rR» RR

I

(i) 101.3 kPa

(U) 10.13 kPa (^5C?lT

(iu) 1.013 fcPa (1^

(iv) 1013 kPa (1%C^

(b) Ocean surface cover per cent of
the globe.

(i) 50

(ii) 71

*1^^
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(Hi) 60

(iv) 80

(c) Dry air, by volume, is more than 99 per
cent composed of .

^  1

(i) Nitrogen and Oxygen

(ii) Nitrogen and Hydrogen

(Hi) Oxygen and Carbon dioxide

(iv) Hydrogen and Oxygen

^sfcSR)

(d) One example of greenhouse gas is .

^  I

(i) N2 .

(ii) CO2

(Hi) He

(iv) O3
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(e) Wind direction is determined by

<r»t^ ^ I

(i) anemometer

(ii) hygrometer

(Hi) wind vane C^)

(iv) thermometer

(f) Fifty per cent of the total mass of
atmosphere is confined in from
earth surface.

^ ̂  ^

(i) 1.5 km (BcoiIBuH)

(H) 2 km (BwliwiJR)

(Hi) 4 km (Bc«ilPi^K)

(iv) 5 km (fi>c<nlBol4)

2. Answer ctny three questions . 2^3 6

(a) What are the differences between
tornadoes and hurricanes ?
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(b) How environmental issues are related
to climate ?

(c) How is relative humidity calculated ?

(d) What is Rayleigh scattering ?

Ri?

(e) What is hyetograph ?

^5fli!!5tStT?P 1%?

(f) How are wind speed and direction
measured ?

3. Answer cmy two questions : 5x2=10

^ ̂ ̂ %I S

(a) How variation of rainfall amount and
intensity depend on wind direction ?

^  ;5f|^

(b) What type of information are essential
to forecast flood and erosion ?
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(c) What are the factors that affect vwnd
motion ? Briefly explain them.

£1^ <pH'^c<)h 1%

1% ? ■ t3i%.<iN I

(d) "Modem weather forecasting did not
become possible untill weather
information could be collected,

assembled and processed rapidly."

Explain it.

"illVl

RrsRef i" ^ I

(e) What are the most important
parameters to forecast weather ? Briefly
discuss about them.

(f) Discuss about General Circulation
Model (GCM).

n'm t«fa« (gcm) ̂
^1
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Answer any three questions

!^c<picfl sl'st^ %?{| o
10x3=30

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

V^at is precipitation ? Describe forms
of precipitation. Mention precipitation
characteristics.

1%? 1^ I

Discuss about short and medimn range
forecast of weather.

Discuss solar radiation energy
distribution mechanism in atmosphere

climate are different.How? What IS climate change ?

expianation aboutabso^tion. emission and scattering of
radiation in atmosphere.

ItW 5ftl CW. 15IR.
^iMji feni
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(f) Write a short essay on global warming
and its outcome.

(9)

(h)

What are different layers of
atmosphere ? Discuss
characteristics of these layer .

^srR?Ti^ ̂ '

i<? the main source of rain. What
Srdifferent types of cloud ? Explain
one by one.

^ csmi ^^
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OPTION-E

Paper : PHY-SE-3074

(Applied Optics)
Answer either in English or in Assamese.

I. Answer ons/oarof the foUowing questions:

(i) Write the full form of LASER.
laser «Pi!Sw (Jpi, I

(ii) Define refractive index.

(Hi) Define critical angle.

(ivj What is Stiniulated absorption ?

(V) What is attenuation in fibre optics ̂
"sriW ̂  pnjsjj

process '^'Construction
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(vii) What is metastable state ?

(viii) In which principle holography is based ?
fltot 1%?

2. Answer any three of the following
o. 2x3=6questions:

^  21^ ̂  s

(i) Why is total internal reflection used as
a principle in optical fibre ?

(ii) What are step index and graded index
fibre ?

(Hi) Why is spontaneous emission not
suitable for LASER action ?

liv) A sodium atom radiates for
What is the coherence length of Ught
from a sodium lamp ?

Contd.
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^5f®5im 4x10-12 ^
f^«l 41C4I 4151 ̂  ̂

"CfNT

(V) Write one advantage and one
sadvangtage of serhiconductor LASER

(vi) What is fibre Bragg grating ?
ai caffit ̂  c^f

3. Answer any tun, of the following questions :

5x2=10

(i) What are variou«?

holography ? ^^^"-^nients for

fii) Write in detail about the disadvantages
of optical fibre. ^"-dges

m Defme stimulated emission. Why is ̂
necessary for USER action ?
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Cfffsrm ^'

(iv) Define population inversion. Discuss
various requirements for population
inversion.

C5f5H TWSio i9aTR»in

^5rR:5Tt5=Tt ̂  I

t- f- rtnfR on Hb-Nc laser.(v) Write a short note on n
PWW Sara lataw «I

mSn'Ss opfeS
S^e^lf Us"I.A. is 0.22 and refractive
index difference is 0.012.

'H'#! 0.012.

'5114.

three of the followingAnswer any iox3=30
questions;

j  ̂».ir>tive note on holography.(i) Write a desc P ^ g of holography
What are the ap^ lo
in modern world i'



^'sffsR 2R:?n9t 1%?

'"' in detailabout the two types of coherence.
2+4+4=10

(ni) What are Einstein r^r^ ff •

I^SER. Derive .lationThttrSe;"
3+7=10

(iv) Give a brief descrintiVv
and four level ^i^otit three level
production. ®^heine for LASER

5+5=10

(v) Derive an expre •
aperature of a numerical
usage of optical fihr« various

6+4=10

wt
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(vi) What are various usage of opric^ fibre
in different fields ? With the help of a
block diagram explain the worlang o
fibre optic communication systerm^^^

sir?rt^ ^5imR5v5^ ̂ 1^

(vii) What are d^te"' "Wes
Write a short , note o" 4+6=10
holography in microscopy.

acaii 1™!!^ ^

(viti) Write hriehy ^ g"re. ̂ at is
construction of optic ,
cladding ? What is 2+3+2+3=10

t5fpr5,'|^3v5^ ^
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OPTION-F

Paper : PHY-SE-3094

(PageMaker)

1. Answer ona/ourof the following questions:
1x4=4

(a) Which menu contains the 'Rounded
Comer' option ?

(b) How many columns nr.»
newspaper ? ®

(cj ^t is the extension of file created in
PageMaker 7.0 ? created in

(d) What is leading' ?

(e) What is the first sten r.f
for desktop publishfnf,"'®

(f) Which menu rnnf,,;

Setup'option ? 'Document
(g) In which menu 'inseri- r.. . • •

located ? option is

(h) What tool is used trx
PageMaker ? graphics in

2. '•^"-eeo/thefollowingq.estions:
/  1 TT 2x3=6(a) How can you ins,-rt ^

^d remove pages ?
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(b) Define 'Layout' menu in PageMaker.

(c) What is master page ?

(d) Define alignment in PageMaker.

(e) What are 'Fill' ?

(f) Write the full form of DTP.

3  Answer any two of the following questions :
5x2=1.0

(a) What is Text Wrap ?

(b) Write a note on 'Window' menu of
PageMaker.

(c) Describe about features of the "Tools'.

(d) How to apply colour to text and
graphics ?

(e) Write a short note on master pages.
(f) Explain the use of'Document Setup'.

4. Answer «nS three of the following

1  rrpflte a 'Character' and5::i^:ph'qSlainvariousstepswith
diagram.
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(b) Write a descriptive note on 'Arrange' in
PageMaker.

(c) Describe the step by step process of
opening a new file in PageMaker.

(d) Explain (i) adding text and lines,
(ii) formatting Text, and (iii) saving and
printing a publication.

(e) Define 'Type' menu. What features are
there in it? Briefly explain all.

(f) Write short notes on Grids, Rulers and
Guides. Describe their importance.

(g) Write different steps involved in
wrapping text around a graphic.

(h) Describe PageMaker in your own word.
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